Module 2 Policy Search

Name: ____________________

1. What does a Priority 1 report indicate? When is it initiated?
   340:75-3-200, ITS #5(3)

2. What does a Priority 2 report indicate? When is it initiated?
   340:75-3-200, ITS #5(4)

3. Describe the difference between an assessment and an investigation.
   340:75-3-130, ITS #17

4. According to investigation protocol persons involved are interviewed in what order? 340: 75-3-220, ITS #1

5. T or F - A visit to the child’s home is always required for either an assessment or an investigation. 340:75-3-200(d)
   **ITS #10 talks about attempted contact, not completing a home visit as part of an investigation.

6. T or F - At the time of initial contact with the PRFC, the CW worker advises the person of the specific allegations made in the report. 340:75-3-200, ITS #9

7. How is confidentiality maintained when contacting collaterals?
   340:75-1-44, ITS #3
8. Regarding interviewing child victims, what does policy say about interviewing non-verbal children? *340:75-3-200, ITS #8*

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

9. From *340:75-3-120*, Define the following:

   a. Child
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

   b. PRFC
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________________________

10. What criteria are used to establish assignment type and response time for a referral? *340:75-3-130, ITS #8 (1; A-E)*

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

11. An FCS Case is appropriate when (list 3): *340:75-4-12.1, ITS #6*

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

12. **T or F** - A reporting party can be informed of the decision to screen out a referral. *340:75-3-130, ITS #14*

13. An assessment is upgraded to an investigation under what circumstances? *340: 75-3-210 . ITS #3*

________________________________________________________________________
14. List the three primary methods used in gathering information to assess safety. *(340:75-3-200, ITS #7)*

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

15. An immediate protective action plan is implemented when what type of danger is identified? *(340:75-3-300, ITS #3)*

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

16. Give three examples of circumstances that would warrant notification to law enforcement. *(340:75-3-110, ITS #1)*

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

17. From *(340:75-3-120)*, Define the following:

a. Emergency Custody
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

b. Protective custody
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

c. Neglect
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

18. The 6 Key Questions on the AOCs are: *(340:75-3-210, ITS #2)*

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
19. When identifying and documenting the presence or absence of safety threats, the Safety Threshold is applied. What components make up the safety threshold? 
340:75-3-210, ITS #2(7)

20. What form is used to document the parent or legal guardian’s agreement to participate in family-centered services? 
340:75-4-12.1 ITS # 2

21. Before substantiating Lack of Supervision, what factors must be present? 
340:75-3-120, ITS #22(c)(2)

22. When looking at substantiating Domestic Violence, what must the CW specialist consider? 
340:75-3-120, ITS #12(c)(2)

23. From 340:75-3-120. Define the following:

a. Safety evaluation

b. Other terms or phrases from the document...
24. A recommendation to remove a child from the home is made when, upon evaluating relevant conditions, a determination is made that:  
340:75-3-300(e)

25. It is imperative that the report to the district attorney contain all relevant information, including, but not limited to:  
340:75-3-510, ITS #4

26. T or F - Parents of children who are in emergency or temporary custody of OKDHS are notified by the family’s CW worker when the child is injured or removed from placement due to abuse or neglect. 340:75-3-410, ITS #7

27. What is the minimum number of collaterals needed in an investigation?  
340:75-3-220, ITS #7(3)

28. Explain the purpose of an Emergency Custody Hearing  
340:75-1-16

29. Explain the purpose of an Adjudicatory Hearing  
340:75-1-17
30. Explain the purpose of SoonerStart:

340:100-3-15

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________

31. How many business days does a CW specialist have to document, complete, and obtain approval of the Report to DA and Assessment of Child Safety when a safety plan is established and a PRFC or legal guardian agrees to participate in family centered services? 340: 75-4-12.1 ITS #6(3)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

32. T or F - A CW specialist must have face to face contact with the PRFC and child together, one or more times per week to evaluate the child’s safety, from the date a safety plan is established and a PRFC or legal guardian agrees to participate in family centered services. 340: 75-4-12.1 ITS #24

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

33. If a substantiated finding of abuse or neglect is made, a referral to the SoonerStart Early Intervention Program must be made for all children under what age?

340:75-3-500, ITS #6 / 340:75-4-12.1, ITS #11 / 340:75-6-88, ITS #3